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CPU: Intel Core i7-3960X @ 3.30 Hz, 6 cores, 12 logical processors RAM: 64 GB CPU: LGA2011-v3, 8GB DDR3, PCI-
Express 2.0, Intel Rapid Storage Memory: 256 GB DIMM, 16x SO-DIMM for internal modules Power supply: 800W, 80+NiB
Production: USA, China Dimensions: 248.8x235.6x22 mm Operating system: Windows 8 Pro 64-bit Chassis card type: ATX
Description: The flagship Surface Book 11 laptop surprises not only with its dimensions (it is really huge), but also with a full
set of unique features that were there before. 1. Intel Core VF Series-v5 codenamed Coffee Lake Dual-Core, clocked at 2.6GHz
+ 2.4GHz for base graphics, overclockable to 3.0GHz, 2.5GHz for video format HD, 4 GHz and 4 GB DDR4 for graphics
mode, 2 GHz HDD and 2 GB SSD for application installation, i.e. in fact, the processor giant is not only available in two
versions, but also allows overclocking to overclocking, and even with subsequent refinement. However, if you wish, you can
easily replace it with a much more traditional Core i5 or Core i3 without any problems. As a result, we get an almost full-
fledged gaming computer for entertainment and communication, as well as an equally powerful tool for work. And the potential
for offline work is much higher than that of traditional laptops, with the help of which we have until now worked mainly in the
office. 2. Resonant cooling system based on two large 75 mm fans with blue illumination. It will also help, as a result of cooling,
to achieve almost perfect silence in the operation of the laptop. Reminds the design of hybrid devices, however, performed by
the domestic craftsman Alexander Kolesnikov. 3. 13.3-inch full touch screen displaying up to 262K colors, some of which have
ClearStyle and ClearView indexes - they allow maximum accuracy
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